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Questions Points 

Vocabulary 5 

A Match the pictures with the sentences.                

            ( a )             ( b )             ( c )                ( d ) 

1. I go out and jog every morning . ( …….. )

2. I like climbing the mountains in winter . ( …….. )

3. Keep off the grass . ( …….. )

4. Turn off your mobile phone . ( …….. )
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B Fill in the blanks with the words given . ( There is one word extra ) 
emotional / relationship / exists / belief / varied / diet / communicate / harmful / measures 

5. Animals such as bees and ants have special system to …………… with each other .

6. Having good ……………. between people and their relatives prevents them from being

technology addicts .

7. My aunt is very ………….   .Whenever she watches a tragic movie , she starts crying .

8. We still don’t know for sure if life ………… on the Mars or not .

9. He knows that potato chips are ………….. and are not good for his health .

10. My mother doesn’t eat too much food , she is on a …………..    .

11. Sara ………….. her grandfather’s blood pressure .
12. The hotel rooms …………. in size , but all had televisions and telephones .
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C Match the words from column A with the definitions in column B . 

.               A                .                 .                     B                     . 
13. manner a. ready for you to use , have , or to see

14. prevent b. without taking any notice of

15. available c. the way that someone behaves and speaks to other people

16. despite d. to stop something from happening
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D D. Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own . 
 

17. To live longer , we should take care of our physical and …………. health . 

18. The sport of riding a bicycle is called ……………  . 

 

0.5 

E Choose the correct answer . 
 

19. Different people , …………… form children to grandparents , found the show interesting . 

  a. carrying                      b. existing                      c. ranging                       d. receiving 

 

20. Some researchers are trying to ……………. endangered languages . 

  a. protect                         b. borrow                       c. invite                          d. host 
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 Grammar 3 

F Choose the correct answer . 
21. There are a lot of beautiful wild ……….. but there isn’t ………… grass . 

  a. flowers / many              b. flower / much          c. flowers / much           d. flower / many 

22. This town is not an interesting place to visit , so ………… tourists come here . 

  a. a few                              b. few                          c. a little                         d. little 

23. There is a lot of …………. in the fridge but only few …………..   .   

  a. fruit / vegetable             b. fruit / vegetables      c. fruits / vegetables       d. fruits / vegetable  

24. There ……….. some ………….. in the kitchen to bake a cake .  

  a. are / eggs                       b. are / milk                  c. is / carton of egg   d. is / bottles of milk 
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G Put the words in the correct order . 
 

25. in / has / this century / influenced / technology / our lives . 

26. much / does / your mother / how / need / sugar / ? 
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H Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the given words . 

 
27. The terrible news we heard today ………… absolutely false . ( be ) 

28. Lots of coffee ………. from Africa every month . ( come ) 
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 Pronunciation 0.5 

I Which one is different in stress pattern?  
 

29.    a. sixty              b. fourteen              c. ten             d. forty  

  

0.5 

 Comprehension 3.5 

J J. Cloze test . Choose the best answer . 
 

       Emotions are a natural part of every human being. It is easy to know that mind controls 
emotions. Scientists have shown that life …..30….. have an important influence on our 
emotions. For example, thinking positively often makes you calm and hopeful. Studies show 
that thinking a lot about bad things are …..31….. to emotions and body. It is like a kind of 
addiction that controls your mind day by day and finally makes you ….32…. and unsafe.  
Having a good relationship with …..33….. and happy people is an easy way to have healthy 
emotions.  

 

30.   a) amount              b) member           c) century         d) habits 

31.   a) harmful              b) social              c) medical         d) general 

32.   a) necessary           b) depressed        c) homeless       d) balanced  

33.   a) hopeful              b) stressful           c) angry             d) careless  
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K Read the passage and answer the questions . 
 

      A language is a system of sounds, and gestures for communication and share knowledge, 
beliefs , wishes and feelings. There are around 6000 languages in the world. Many deaf people 
around the world use body language – a language that uses movement of the hands. As you 
know languages are always changing, but they change very slowly. Word order is more 
important in English than it is in some other languages such as Russian. People invent new 
words for their languages, borrow words from other languages and change the meaning of 
words as needed. Chinese is the most popular language in the world. It has more than one billion 
speakers. Scientists say that the world loses a language every two weeks and half of the world 
languages could die in the next 100 years if we don’t do anything.  

 

34.  How do deaf people communicate with each other?  

35. What is a language? 

 

36.  According to the passage, every two weeks…….. 

a) people change the meaning of words 

b) a language dies 

c) people invent new words for their languages 

d) a language changes rapidly  

37.  Word order in Russian is not as important as it is in English. 

a) True                          b) False    
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